
Unit 3 ANIMAL KINGDOM
Spelling 

Write the missing words to complete the short story: 
  Bees make delicious honey. Bees are insects they two……………… .             Bees fly 
 
 back to the ……………………              to fill the ………………….                with honey. The 

…………………………           collects the honey. 

Grammar 
Read and choose the correct answers between brackets: 
        Huda said:”Amal is eight years old, she is (old - older - oldest) than your niece”. 
Amal (is working - were working - am working) hard to do well at school. 

Unit 3                               ANIMAL KINGDOM 
Vocabulay 

Choose the right answer from a,b,c and d: 
1- Bees have special language, they …..………..in the air to tell the way to the flowers. 
a) sting                   b) change                   c) dance                  d) fill  
2. I bought a beautiful ……………… black dress for my mother.  
a) runner                b) spotted                  c) strong                 d) dangerous 
3. There are many  ………………… in the garden,  they are colourful and have six legs. 
 a) hives                 b) ways                       c) seagulls               d) insects 
4. Early this morning, I ………………… birds singing at my window. I was really happy.  
a) moved                 b) hid                        c) heard                   d) tasted 
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Unit 3 ANIMAL KINGDOM
Read the following passage to answer the questions below: 

Many people love studying Science.Some love to study about  
Earth, some about space, others about insects or about animals. At college I wanted 
to study about plants. Plants are amazing. We can see huge plants in the forests, 
they are called trees. We eat some plants like those from farms. People plant plants 
only because they are beautiful like flowers. Plants have a special life cycle. It has 
five stages: First, seed.Then, young plant. Next, mature plant. After that, flower. 
Finally, fruit. Plants are very important; they give us shade food and fresh air.We use 
plants to make tables and chairs, for food and for medicine. Now I like plants even 
more and teach other people to love them. 
Choose the best answer from a,b,c and d: 
1) The main idea for this paragraph could be: …………………  

 a) Fruits are important                                b)  Trees are important   

 c)  Plants are important                                d) Animals are important                      

2) The underlined word others in line (2) refers to: ………….. 

     a) Science                                                    b) Space          

     c) Earth                                                       d) people     

3)The same meaning of the word love in line (1) is: ………………                  

     a) like                                                           b) want             

     c) call                                                           d) give 

 4) Many vegetables and fruits are planted in  ……………  

     a) colleges                                                    b) farms            

 c) forests                                                    d) insects 

Answer the questions below: 

5) Why do people plant flowers? 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

6) How many stages are there in the plant life cycle? 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 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Unit 3 ANIMAL KINGDOM
Composition 

Fill in the graphic organizer, then use it to write a paragraph of not less than 
(4) sentences about “Bees”: 
 
 

 
 
 

           

Fill in the graphic organizer, then use it to write a paragraph of not less than 
(4) sentences about “Bees”: 
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insects - wings, small - honey - clever - flower

Bees are  

………………………………………..
they fly  

………………………………………..

bees make 

…………………………….…………..

———————————————————————————————————————————————————
———————————————————————————————————————————————————
———————————————————————————————————————————————————
———————————————————————————————————————————————————
———————————————————————————————————————————————————
——————————————————————————————————————————————————— 

they have 
…………………………………….…..

insects - wings, small - honey - clever - flower

Bees are  

………………………………………..
they fly  

………………………………………..

bees make 

…………………………….…………..

they have 
…………………………………….…..

———————————————————————————————————————————————————
———————————————————————————————————————————————————
———————————————————————————————————————————————————
———————————————————————————————————————————————————
———————————————————————————————————————————————————
——————————————————————————————————————————————————— 


